
Unlike the floating patios of yesteryear, those hulking barges 
characterized by painted steel tubes and fringed canopies, 
today’s pontoon boats exemplify luxury. “It’s like taking a 
piece of your living room and putting it on the water,” says 
Cory Huber of Huber’s Marine in LaPorte, Ind. 
   Boaters will feel at home aboard Bennington’s 2575 
RCWC, a stylish new center walk-thru model appointed with 
two stern facing super lounges, a port bow table group with 
matching recliners, and an upholstered bench that wraps 
around the entire bow. Base price: $37,010. 
   Another Bennington debut, 
the 2550 RCL features a club 
seating arrangement and plush, 
RLX Pillow Top Furniture. These 
and all of Bennington’s luxury Q 
and R Series pontoons come equipped with the sleek new 
Next Generation Console, reclining helm chair, and teak 
accents. According to Les VanStone, president of Coldwater 
Lake Marina in Coldwater, Mich., shoppers are looking for 

comfortable interiors, and boat manufacturers are delivering.
   This year, Sylvan transforms its value-oriented Mirage 
Series pontoon boats into deluxe models. They’re outfitting 
the line with upgraded furniture, high-backed helm chairs, 
tilt steering, mood lighting, Berber carpeting, and wood 
grain. A 22’ Mirage Cruise, with LE package and 90 HP 
Mercury outboard, lists for $25,500. At an added cost, 
Sylvan offers underwater LED lighting, and its Revolutionary 
Planing Technology, an innovative tube design that improves 
handling and fuel efficiency.  

Huber underscores the versatility of the pontoon 
boat: “It’s great for cruising, tubing, or fishing—
and you can take a dozen people at one time.” 
In 2011, boaters can take more gear as well, as 
Sun Tracker introduces wider, 8’6” decks, and 

expanded storage on most of their Classic and Signature 
Series pontoons. Under Tracker’s “No Haggle, No Hassle 
National Price” program, the popular Party Barge 21 retails 
for $16,995, 40 HP Mercury outboard included.

PONTOON BOATS

"It's like taking a piece 
of your living room and 
putting it on the water."
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2575 RCWC Bennington 
Pontoon, pictured.
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